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Abstract: Aquaplaning at wet road conditions and high speeds can be a source of dangerous 

driving situations and accidents. The proper understanding of characteristic effects can be 

crucial in early aquaplaning detection and accident avoidance, essential for driver and 

driver assistance systems and trajectory planning for self-driving cars. Four test vehicles 

were equipped with a basic measurement system, and measurements were performed to 

evaluate characteristics of aquaplaning, such as wheel spin-up and wheel spin-down, change 

of rolling resistance, tyre slip slope, and tie rod force. Driveline configuration, type, wear 

and inflation pressure of the tyre(s), water level height next to chosen speed and performed 

manoeuvre significantly affect vehicle behaviour and thus the possibility to detect 

aquaplaning conditions. The results and main findings may allow and help establish 

corresponding methods to early detect aquaplaning and dangerous driving conditions. 

Keywords: Aquaplaning; Hydroplaning; Vehicle Dynamics; Advanced Driver Assistance 
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1 Introduction 

Rain and wet road conditions frequently cause critical driving situations and may 

result in accidents. While damp roads with thin water level heights are the cause of 

only a minor reduction of the maximum tyre forces, larger water level heights at 

higher speeds may lead to aquaplaning. The latter situation may become critical 

when aquaplaning appears suddenly and unexpectedly, and the longitudinal and 

lateral friction coefficients will drop to a level close to zero. Loss of vehicle control 
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and, in the worst case, loss of stability may be the consequence. Wet road conditions 

contribute considerably to road accidents, [1]. [2] indicates that approximately 20% 

of accidents occur at wet road conditions. However, the evaluation of the exact 

share of aquaplaning is difficult, [3], [4]. Also, questions on liability at aquaplaning 

related accidents are challenging [5], in particular referring to influences from tyre 

conditions, road maintenance, and vehicle speed. 

This paper addresses a comprehensive experimental investigation on pneumatic tyre 

aquaplaning considering a variety of realistic driving and environmental conditions. 

Characteristic effects that may indicate the appearance and intensity of aquaplaning, 

such as wheel spin-up and wheel spin-down, change of rolling resistance, tyre slip 

slope, and tie rod force, will be analysed in more detail. None of these effects is 

unique to aquaplaning, but can also be observed for other tyre–road conditions, as 

for snow covered roads, to give just an example. In addition, and in particular 

studied here, several other actual facts show a strong influence, these include: 

vehicle speed and performed manoeuvre, water level height, type, wear and 

inflation pressure of the tyre(s), and last but not least, the driveline concept, i.e. 

front-wheel (FWD), rear-wheel (RWD) and all-wheel drive (AWD). The revealed 

findings may promote the development of an on-board algorithm that combines 

presented characteristic effects and may allow to detect early aquaplaning, and 

therefore prevent serious driving situations such as loss of stability. 

The extensive investigation of pneumatic tyre hydroplaning has started as early as 

in the 1950s by NASA, mainly with the aim to prevent hydroplaning of aircraft 

tyres on wet runways. At the hydroplaning speed the hydrodynamic lift developed 

under the tyre equals the partial weight of the vehicle acting on the tyre and any 

further increase in speed beyond this critical speed must force the tyre to lift 

completely off the runway surface, which is termed total aquaplaning, from [6]. 

Subsequently, the tyre is defined to be partially/total aquaplaning at speeds 

below/above the aquaplaning speed. As the hydrodynamic pressure is a function of 

vehicle speed, and by ignoring tread design and surface texture and assuming the 

fluid depth on the surface to be greater than tyre tread groove depths, a simple 

relation for the hydroplaning speed 𝑉𝑝 is giving in [6], 

𝑉𝑝 =  𝑘1√
𝐹𝑉

𝐴𝐺
∼ 𝑘2√𝑝   , (1) 

with parameters 𝑘1, 𝑘2, vertical tyre load 𝐹𝑉, gross tyre contact area 𝐴𝐺 , and 

inflation pressure 𝑝 of the tyre. Already this simple formula reveals key influences 

that will be considered in the following chapters. A similar empirical formula for 

automobile tyres is given in [7], which incorporates the water level height as well. 

At speeds below the hydroplaning speed, the contact area may be considered to 

comprise three zones, which is illustrated in Figure 1 [8]. In zone A, the tyre 

contacts the water film and the bulk of the surface water is displaced away from the 

path of the tyre or into the grooves. Zone B is a transition, a thin-film zone, where 

partial hydroplaning occurs. In zone C, the water film has been totally or 
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substantially removed, the tread rubber and road surface are in intimate dry contact 

and dry road friction conditions prevail, [8]. 

 

Figure 1 

Illustration of three zone contact area modelling [8] 

The dimensions of the individual zones will typically not be constant when driving 

on a wet road with varying conditions and speeds. With increasing speed, the bulk 

zone penetrates towards the rear edge of the contact area. While the dry road contact 

section is narrowing, the effective friction coefficient of the tyre decreases 

progressively. Finally, at total hydroplaning, the bulk zone fully dominates the 

“contact area” and the effective coefficient of friction is substantially zero. Hence, 

the control of vehicle dynamics by the tyres forces cease. The progression of 

aquaplaning with increasing speed is graphically portrayed in Figure 2, confirming 

the findings presented in [6]. A comprehensive study about the contact patch 

deformation and tyre carcass deflections during aquaplaning is published in [9] and 

[10], utilizing accelerometers and optical sensors installed at the inner layer of the 

tyre. 

 

Figure 2 

Diminishing of tyre grip during the evolution of aquaplaning [3] 
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Many different characteristic effects of hydroplaning were examined in relation to 

investigations of aircraft tyres. Aquaplaning behaviour of free rolling aircraft 

wheels, represented as a single wheel in combination with a bogie, is presented in 

[11], where wheel spin-down and various influences thereon are described. [12] 

focuses on the influence of tyre inflation pressure, tread depth, and tread width, 

together with the macro texture of the pavement on the wheel spin-down effect. [13] 

lists eight types of characteristic effects of hydroplaning and presents measurement 

results with specifically instrumented tyres and wheel fixtures on different runways. 

Hydrodynamic pressure measurements and glass plate photographs provide 

essential information for the understanding of the tyre-ground contact shape and the 

pressure variations. [14] investigates wheel spin-down besides tyre parameters. 

Very comprehensive observations of the hydroplaning effects are given in [6].  

In this study, eight characteristic effects are analysed: the detachment of the tyre 

footprint, the hydrodynamic ground pressure variation, the wheel spin-down, the 

suppression of tyre bow wave, the scouring action of escaping fluid, the peaking of 

the fluid displacement drag, the loss in braking traction, and the loss of directional 

stability. [15] gives an overview of the hydroplaning phenomenon. 

In addition to the above investigations, other aquaplaning effects can be sensed, in 

particular on vehicle level, and are also of practical relevance. For example, the 

driver can usually feel aquaplaning as a decrease in steering wheel torque and 

responsiveness to steering input, and for cars with front-wheel drive, as an increase 

of engine speed during acceleration. Irregular water films under the right and left 

wheels may cause permanent or a series of short pulse drags at the individual wheels 

owing the increased rolling resistance at varying aquaplaning conditions. 

The paper is organized as follows: Chapter 2 briefly introduces the applied 

measurement setup. Chapter 3 analyses the measured individual characteristic 

effects of aquaplaning, organized into five sub-chapters to address wheel spin-

down, wheel spin-up, rolling resistance, tyre slip slope, and steering tie rod force 

change, respectively. Influences of different driveline configurations (FWD, RWD, 

and AWD), tyre types (including summer and winter tyres), inflation pressures, and 

water level heights will be discussed for different driving manoeuvres and vehicle 

speeds. In Chapter 4, main conclusions are drawn and possible utilization of the 

findings briefly addressed. 

2 Measurement Setup 

Four different vehicles were used to represent different driveline configurations, 

one front-wheel (FWD), two rear-wheel (RWD), and one all-wheel drive (AWD) 

vehicle. All of the cars were equipped with a dual antenna differential GNSS system 

to monitor the vehicle's motion accurately. With direct access to the vehicle data 

BUS communication provided by an Inventure Automotive FMS Gateway, the 
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following signals were recorded during each of the test runs: individual wheel 

speeds, actual engine torque and speed, current gear, driveline engagement, steering 

wheel position, accelerator pedal position, brake pressure, and 3-axis 

accelerations/angular velocities from an inertial measurement unit (IMU). At the 

AWD vehicle also the tie rod forces were measured. The actual water level heights 

were continuously recorded by an optical Lufft MARWIS sensor [16], see corner 

of Figure 3. 

For the FWD vehicle tests (vehicle A), a front-engine car was used, equipped with 

one year old medium worn summer tyres of dimension 205/55 R16V ( ~ 5 mm tread 

depth), Figure 3. The nominal tyre inflation pressure was 2.3 bar at the front tyres 

and 2 bar in the rear tyres. The mass of the vehicle was about 1450 kg during the 

tests. 

For the RWD vehicle tests a rear-engine (vehicle B) and a front-engine (vehicle C) 

car were used. Vehicle B was equipped with three years old (very) worn summer 

tyres of dimension 245/35R20 at the front axle (~5 mm tread depth) and dimension 

305/30R21 at the rear axle (~2 mm tread depth). The lowest recommended and 

called here the low or nominal tyre inflation pressure, was 2.2 bar at the front tyres 

and 2.3 bar at the rear tyres. The actual mass of the vehicle was about 1750 kg 

during the tests. Vehicle C was equipped with almost new slightly worn summer 

tyres of dimension 245/35R19 at the front axle (~7 mm tread depth) and dimension 

265/35R19 at the rear axle (~ 7 mm tread depth). The nominal tyre inflation pressure 

was 3 bar at all tyres. The mass of the vehicle was about 1800 kg during the tests. 

For the AWD vehicle tests, a rear-engine vehicle was used. Vehicle D was equipped 

with three years old medium worn summer tyres of dimension 245/35R20 at the 

front axle (~ 4.5 mm tread depth) and dimension 305/30R20 at the rear axle (~ 4.5 

mm tread depth). The nominal tyre inflation pressure was 2.4 bar at the front tyres 

and 2.7 bar in the rear tyres. The actual mass of the vehicle was about 1910 kg 

during the tests. 

 

Figure 3 

FWD Vehicle A on wet lane, watered with sprinklers; MARWIS sensor, [16], to measure water level 

heights 

The measurements were carried out on two separate lanes of the ZalaZONE 

Automotive Proving Ground [17] braking platform. For tests performed with deeper 

(more than 2 mm) water levels an aquaplaning basin was used, where a calm and 
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constant water level height can be adjusted. For water level heights less than 2 mm, 

an asphalt lane without lateral grade was chosen with adjustable water sprinklers on 

the lane's left-hand side, see Figure 3, to set a defined water level height from 0.6-

2 mm. 

3 Experimental Study of Different Characteristic 

Effects of Pneumatic Tyre Aquaplaning 

3.1. Wheel Spin-Down 

Probably the most easily observable characteristic effect of partial or total 

aquaplaning is the slowdown of free-rolling (undriven and unbraked) vehicle 

wheels and corresponding drop of rotational wheel speeds. The wheel-spin down 

effect can be explained on a physical basis. With increasing vehicle speed, a 

growing water wedge develops progressively at the front area of the tyre ground 

contact area, see Figure 2 (tyre footprints A to E), back to the rear, reducing the size 

of the dry zone, where the tyre adheres to the ground (zone C in Figure 1). Finally, 

the tyre footprint will disappear, which marks the aquaplaning speed resulting in 

total tyre aquaplaning. Then, the vertical force developed by the water 

hydrodynamic pressure is in balance with the vertical tyre load. At (partial) 

aquaplaning, the centre of the hydrodynamic lifting force is located forward of the 

wheel centre which causes a moment opposing the drag forces on the tyre; as this 

moment increases, the spin-down of the wheel begins, [18]. 

Measurement results for RWD vehicle C clearly reveal the wheel-spin down effect 

of the free-rolling front wheels as shown in Figure 4(a). The output rate of the water 

sprinkler was set to provide a constant water level height of 1.1 mm. The speed of 

the test runs was incremented by 10 km/h steps from 70 km/h to 110 km/h to cover 

the relevant region of possible aquaplaning for the medium worn summer tyre. After 

accelerating to the target speed on a flat dry road, the wet area was entered at 10 s. 

Then, the driver holds the target speed, usually by a moderate increase of the 

accelerator pedal position due to the increased rolling resistance on the watered 

area. At the end of the watered lane the vehicle was stopped. 

At 70 km/h target speed, there appears no sign of partial aquaplaning from wheel 

spin-down, the speeds of front wheels coincide with the measured GPS velocity vx 

of the vehicle. At 80 km/h target speed, the first very minor signs of the spin-down 

events appear at the front right wheel from the hardly noticeable mismatch with the 

vehicle velocity. With increasing speed, continuous and minor as well as individual 

and pronounced spin-down events, show up. Roughly speaking, total aquaplaning 

at the front right tyre could be attributed close to 100 km/h. 
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Corresponding to Figure 4(a), the longitudinal slip sx for the front tyres are derived 

and plotted as function of target speed in Figure 4(b). The required effective rolling 

radius has been adopted from the dry asphalt lane. It turns out that the longitudinal 

slip of the front right tyre decreases with speed in an exponential manner for these 

constant speed manoeuvres. The front left tyre shows only minor slip events.  

The reason is that the water sprinklers are located on left-hand side in driving 

direction with slightly more water on the right-hand side of the lane and therefore 

reducing aquaplaning speed. 

 

Figure 4 

(a) Wheel spin-down events at the front non-driven wheels of RWD vehicle C; 

(b) Longitudinal slip of the front tyres of RWD vehicle C corresponding to (a);  

1.1 mm water level height; medium worn summer tyres; nominal inflation pressure 

Figure 5(a) shows all wheel speeds of FWD vehicle A for the constant speed test 

runs. The watered lane starts again at 10 seconds. No total aquaplaning appears at 

any tyre, and first signs of partial aquaplaning with continuous light spin-down 

events of the rear right wheel turn up at 105 km/h target speed. The extent of spin-

downs of the FWD vehicle is much smaller compared to the RWD vehicles for two 

main reasons: first, at the FWD vehicle, the rear wheels are free-rolling in the 

cleared path of the front wheels with a smaller height of the remaining water film. 

Secondly, tyre type, size, and load is different for the two test vehicles. At the driven 

front wheels, continuous slight spin-ups appear at higher speeds. 

After increasing the water level height from 0.8 mm to 1.8 mm, Figure 5(b), spin-

down events at the rear right wheel show up more clearly. At the same time, 10-14 

s, obvious and pronounced spin-up events at the front right wheel indicate that 

although the driver intends to balance the increased rolling resistance and to keep 

the vehicle speed constant by pushing the accelerator pedal, the vehicle slightly 

slows down in this period from loss of traction. 
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Figure 5 

Wheel spin-down and spin-up events at FWD vehicle A; (a) 0.8 mm water level height; 

(b) 1.8 mm water level height; medium worn summer tyres; nominal inflation pressure 

3.2. Wheel Spin-Up 

Drivers usually do not sense spin-down events of the free-rolling wheels on wet 

surfaces, but often detect the loss of traction from the sudden increase of the engine 

speed, especially when accelerating, due to partial or total aquaplaning of the driven 

wheels. This is experienced more likely at an FWD vehicle, where the driven wheels 

are exposed to a thicker water film compared to the rear wheels, where some water 

may have already been removed from the road by the front wheels. 

In Figure 6 an acceleration manoeuvre with FWD vehicle A on the wet lane with 

1.2 mm water level height is presented. The driver started to accelerate at 24 s with 

full throttle. Small spin-up events appear immediately and considerable wheel and 

vehicle speed differences can be observed at 25 s and 27 s. To better understand 

these two peaks, the traction coefficients for both front tyres were calculated and 

plotted based on the estimated engine torque. At 25 s, the traction coefficient 

dropped to 0.15, which indicates partial aquaplaning. At 27 s, the traction 

coefficient is below 0.05, which indicates total aquaplaning of the front right tyre. 

Although wheel spin-up with a low traction coefficient is a good indicator of 

aquaplaning, additional information is required to distinguish from similar effects 

at other low friction surfaces, such as ice- or snow-covered roads. 

Next, the driver accelerates multiple times moderately with RWD vehicle B, 

releases the accelerator pedal, with two further repetitions on the wet lane with 1.1 

mm water level height. The effect of the vehicle speed on the traction coefficients, 

derived during the emerging and pronounced wheel spin-up events, is outlined in 

Figure 7. The traction coefficient, which equals the coefficient of friction at the 

wheel spin-up events, declines with speed from about 0.55, for wet road conditions 

with partial aquaplaning, to about 0.05, for total aquaplaning conditions at the rear 

right tyre. 
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Figure 6 

Wheel spin-up events and traction coefficient at FWD vehicle A; 1.2 mm water level height; medium 

worn summer tyres; nominal inflation pressure 

 

Figure 7 

Traction coefficients from wheel spin-up events at RWD vehicle B; 1.1 mm water level height; very 

worn summer tyres; nominal inflation pressure 

Combined wheel spin-up and wheel spin-down events appear when driving with 

RWD vehicle C at a constant speed above the total aquaplaning speed on the wet 

lane with 1.1 mm water level height, Figure 8. Immediately after entering the wet 

lane with 130 km/h, the front right wheels show a strong spin-down, while at the 

rear wheels only slight spin-up events can be observed. The driver held the steering 

wheel in centre position and applied about 40 % throttle to maintain velocity.  

After 13 seconds both rear wheels start to spin-up considerably, destabilizing the 

vehicle motion. An immediate, but initially very moderate growth of the yaw rate 

is noticeable. In reaction, the driver released the accelerator pedal and tried to 

stabilize the vehicle by steering, which was not successful, and the vehicle 

dangerously slided uncontrolled and turned around its vertical axis. After full 

braking on the dry road, the vehicle came to a complete stop some meters laterally 
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deviated from the straight wet lane. The addressed phenomena highlight a main 

difference between the behaviour of FWD and RWD vehicles at possible 

aquaplaning situations: a spin-up of the front wheels of an FWD vehicle, generally 

observed together with degraded acceleration potential and less responsiveness of 

the vehicle to steering input, typically indicates partial or total aquaplaning in 

general at lower speeds compared to an RWD vehicle, where the rear wheels face 

less water at the same speed. If the spin-down events of the front wheels of an RWD 

vehicle are ignored and speed is increased further, subsequent loss of stability can 

hardly be handled by the driver. Advanced autonomous driving motion control 

functions could offer solutions for handling such accidental situations in the future 

similarly as presented in [19]. 

 

Figure 8 

Loss of stability of RWD vehicle C at 130 km/h after wheel spin-up at the rear wheels; 1.1 mm water 

level height; medium worn summer tyres; nominal inflation pressure 

3.3. Change of the Rolling Resistance 

A tyre, rolling on a wet surface with a significant layer of water, will displace water 

from its contact patch depending on tread pattern (condition) and road surface, 

speed, water level height, etc. A water wedge develops at the leading edge and 

rolling resistance is increased, e.g. [7]. 

The estimation of the additional rolling resistance Δ𝑎res from a wet road, which is 

derived from the difference of the nominal acceleration anom and the actually 

measured acceleration ameas from the ESC sensor, including a given aoffset, 

𝑎nom = (∑ (
𝑇𝑖

𝑟𝑙,𝑖
−

𝐼𝑤,𝑖�̇�𝑖

𝑟𝑙,𝑖
− 𝑟𝑤,𝑖 𝐹𝑧,𝑖)

4
𝑖=1 − 𝑐𝑤𝑣𝑥

2) /𝑚 (2) 
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Δ𝑎res = 𝑎nom − 𝑎meas + 𝑎offset,  (3) 

is a good indicator of the water level height, with vehicle mass m, aerodynamic drag 

coefficient cw, vehicle velocity vx, dry road rolling coefficient rw,i, loaded radius rl,i, 

wheel torque Ti and vertical tyre force Fz,i of each wheel i. 

Figure 9 shows the acceleration difference Δares for the transition from the dry 

asphalt lane to the wet lane with 108 km/h (constant) speed. The distinctive change 

of the rolling resistance indicator signal, which correlates to water level height and 

to speed, clearly marks the transition to the wet road where partial aquaplaning 

appears. The small delay of 0.3 s from signal processing of the water level sensor 

has not been removed. 

 

Figure 9 

Rolling resistance indicator for transition with RWD vehicle B from dry asphalt to the wet lane with 

measured water level height; very worn summer tyres; nominal inflation pressure 

In Figure 10(a) the influence of the water level height on the rolling resistance 

indicator for various manoeuvres is presented for RWD vehicle B with very worn 

summer tyres and nominal, i.e. low, inflation pressure. For all water level heights, 

the rolling resistance signal increases with speed. For (the three) lower water level 

heights, the rolling resistance indicators change in a similar way with speed. For 2 

mm water level height, which represents a considerable amount of water on the 

road, both rolling resistance level and gradient increase with speed. For all water 

levels and speeds the minimum acceleration difference Δares is about 0.2 m/s². 

Increased rolling resistance on the wet lane, with small water level heights as 

presented in this study, dominates changes in rolling resistance from tyre inflation 

pressure changes between low/medium/high on the dry lane. No clear influence of 

low/medium/high inflation pressures at RWD vehicle B on the rolling resistance 

indicator can be noticed in Figure 10(b), except for speeds close to total 

aquaplaning. The inflation pressure is 2.4/2.8 bar at the front and 2.7/3.3 bar at the 

rear tyres for medium/high nominal inflation pressure. The dry road rolling 

coefficient has not been adapted to the different tyre inflation pressures. 
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Figure 10 

Rolling resistance indicator for RWD vehicle B; (a) for different speeds and water level heights; (b) for 

different speeds and tyre inflation pressures; very worn summer tyres; nominal inflation pressure 

The influence of worn summer tyres and new winter tyres on the rolling resistance 

indicator is depicted in Figure 11 for two water level heights, 1.3 mm and 2 mm. 

The lines for the higher water level height are above the lines for the lower water 

level height. The lines for the worn summer tyres show a larger gradient and are 

above the lines for the new winter tyres, which may be attributed to the better lateral 

drainage capability of the winter tyres. 

 

Figure 11 

Rolling resistance indicator for RWD vehicle B with very worn summer tyres and new winter tyres; 

1.3 mm and 2 mm water level heights; nominal inflation pressure 

3.4. Change of the Slip Slope 

Also, the gradient of the traction coefficient with respect to the longitudinal slip has 

been analysed. It has been reported that the measured slip slope changes on low 

friction surfaces, [20], so a change of slip slope might be expected at aquaplaning 
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conditions as well, which will be addressed now in more detail. Although basic tyre 

modelling theory gives no reason to expect a dependency of the slip slope from the 

friction coefficient, [21], the additional intermediate layer between tyre and road, 

such as snow or ice, and other possible effects are proposed as possible reasons for 

the observations, e.g. [22]. At partial aquaplaning, the wet contact area will not 

contribute to the horizontal shear stresses, so the reduction of the contact patch 

length is the main cause for the lower slip slopes. The reduction of the contact patch 

length, depending on speed and tyre inflation pressure, is characterized in [6], [9]. 

Figure 12 includes the calculated traction coefficients and longitudinal slips on dry 

and wet asphalt from Figure 9. The normalized slip slopes 𝐶�̅�𝑥 for the dry and the 

wet lane are included and reveal that the measured slip slope considerably decreased 

at partial aquaplaning. 

 

Figure 12 

Traction coefficient and longitudinal slip data points with fitted slip slope for the dry and the wet 

asphalt lane corresponding to Figure 9 

Figure 13(a) shows the slip slope change of the driven wheels of RWD vehicle B 

as a function of speed for the worn summer tyres with nominal inflation pressure. 

The resulting curves clearly outline the expected decrease of the derived slip slopes 

for higher speeds with increasing partial aquaplaning. Slip slopes for the left hand-

side are higher than for the right-hand side as one would expect from the discussion 

in context with Figure 4(b). The slip slope of these tyres and inflation pressure on 

dry asphalt is approximately 100. Interestingly, the change of the water level height 

from 0.6 mm to 2.0 mm in four steps does not show a clear influence on the slip 

slope curves. A possible explanation is that the residual water film at the rear 

wheels, which the front tyres did not displace, does not change in the amount as for 

the front tyres. Nevertheless, the observed difference for the left and right tyres from 

the inhomogeneity of conditions at both sides remains, and both effects may 

contribute in some way to the presented characteristics. 

In Figure 13(b) the tyre inflation pressure is varied for the worn summer tyres at the 

RWD vehicle B and a nominal water layer height of 1.3 mm. 
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Figure 13 

Slip slope at rear tyres (very worn summer tyres, nominal inflation pressure) of RWD vehicle B (a) for 

different speeds and water level heights; (b) for different speeds and inflation pressures; 1.3 mm water 

level height 

All slip slope curves have a negative gradient at partial aquaplaning and again a 

difference between left and right wheels appears. While the slip slope curves for the 

low and medium inflation pressure show a similar level, the level for the high 

inflation pressure is clearly lower. For low speeds between 60 to 80 km/h only few 

valid data points were available, which leaves some uncertainties in this range. 

In contrast to summer tyres, tests with new winter tyres on RWD vehicle B show 

that over the whole considered speed range from 60 to 130 km/h, the estimated slip 

slope remains at low levels with no significant gradient, Figure 14. Obviously, the 

winter tyres do not experience any significant partial aquaplaning for both water 

level heights and all speeds. 

 

Figure 14 

Slip slope at rear tyres of RWD vehicle with medium worn summer tyres and new winter tyres; 1.3 

mm and 2 mm water level heights; nominal inflation pressure 
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3.5. Change of the Tie Rod Forces 

An indication for total aquaplaning at the front tyres is a light steering torque 

experienced by the driver. In this case, almost no lateral tyre forces are developed 

and also no aligning moments appear. Experience from several manoeuvres during 

this study shows, that even for small required corrections to keep the intended path, 

drivers tend to increase the steering angle as long they do not see the expected 

vehicle reaction (yaw rate). This is in particular critical, if, for example, full 

aquaplaning ends at one front tire and lateral forces are developed suddenly, which 

may result in a spinning vehicle. 

Tie rod forces, which include components of lateral/longitudinal/vertical tyre forces 

and aligning moment, depend on coefficient of friction between tyres and road. 

Therefore, they have been suggested to estimate the friction coefficient, e.g. in [23] 

and [24], but could be relevant to detect effects of partial and total aquaplaning as 

well. 

Modelling and reliably estimating the aligning moment in the remaining contact 

patch at partial aquaplaning condition, including areas of adhesion and sliding, 

appears to have little prospect of success due to many influences, which are difficult 

to quantify themselves. CFD and FEM simulation [25] will help in this respect and 

support better understanding, but is beyond the scope of this publication and will 

not suit for real time aquaplaning detection methods. 

Instead, a comparison of calculated tie rod forces, on the assumed dry lane, with 

measured forces, on the actual wet lane, is proposed, that could indicate partial 

aquaplaning, similar to the rolling resistance indicator in Chapter 3.3. Based on a 

quasi-static vehicle model, vertical tyre forces are determined from vehicle mass, 

geometry and measured longitudinal and lateral accelerations. The front lateral tyre 

forces are calculated from a simple 2-wheel vehicle model and distributed between 

left and right proportional to the vertical tyre forces. Basic parameters for the front 

suspension geometry like, e.g. individual tyre steering angles, tie rod lever arms, 

kinematic trails, etc., are derived from MBD simulations and are included as 

polynomials over steering wheel angle. There results the tie rod forces 𝐹𝑡𝑟,𝑖 =

𝐹𝑡𝑟,𝑖(𝛿𝑖, 𝐹𝑥,𝑖, 𝐹𝑦,𝑖, 𝐹𝑧,𝑖) for each front wheel i. 

A (almost) constant speed, without longitudinal tyre forces at the front wheels, 

acceleration manoeuvre with longitudinal traction forces, and a constant speed 

slalom manoeuvre with AWD vehicle D running over the aquaplaning basin will be 

discussed subsequently. 

For the constant speed, straight-line driving manoeuvre in Figure 15(a), typical 

spin-down aquaplaning events appear at the front right wheel. The right wheels 

were running in the aquaplaning basin with a water level height of about 2 mm, 

whereas the left wheels were running on damp asphalt. Both front wheels can be 

considered free rolling since no traction torque was distributed to the front axle. 
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Total aquaplaning causes a significant change of the measured tie rod forces, which 

change to a much higher level in comparison to the calculated nominal values. 

Obviously, the changing of conditions in the tyre contact patch, such as contact 

length, friction coefficient, pressure distribution, due to partial or total aquaplaning 

condition will lead to changes in the wheel force balance and therefore in the 

steering torque, felt by the driver or recorded by tie rod force transducers. Even 

during very short spin-downs, e.g. at 12.6 s and 18.7 s, measured tie rod forces at 

the front right wheel differ significantly from the calculated forces. At the end of 

the spin-downs, the measured tie rod forces immediately decrease to the level of the 

calculated forces. The measured left tie rod force is similar to the calculated forces, 

but shows small differences during larger spin-downs of the right wheel. 

In Figure 15(b) a rather extreme manoeuvre is presented with repetitions of 

accelerating with 1-1.5 m/s² in the aquaplaning basin with 7 mm water level height, 

similar to filled wheel ruts on a road. The entry speed at 17 s is already close to the 

aquaplaning speed and a minor decrease of the wheel speed occurs at the front left 

wheel immediately. In contrast, to the spin-downs from total aquaplaning at the 

previous manoeuvre, Figure 15(a), a small amount of traction torque was distributed 

to the front wheels at the beginning of the acceleration period at 17 s, which 

prevented the development of a large spin-down. With increased speed and 

acceleration, the left wheel speed increases again and even shows a short spin-up 

event at 19 s. Despite aquaplaning causes only small deviations of the wheel speeds 

here, the corresponding tie rod forces change dramatically. At the end of the second 

acceleration period between 22.8 s to 24.5 s, the front left wheel shows a large spin-

up followed by a short spin-down at 25 s. The measured tie rod forces again differ 

significantly from their nominal values and increase in both cases for spin-up and 

spin-down. 

     

Figure 15 

(a) Tie rod force indicator of AWD vehicle D for a constant speed, straight-line driving manoeuvre; 

medium worn summer tyres; nominal inflation pressure; 2 mm water level height; (b) Tie rod force 

indicator of AWD vehicle D for an acceleration, straight-line driving manoeuvre; medium worn 

summer tyres; nominal inflation pressure; 7 mm water level height 
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The final manoeuvre, Figure 16, is a moderate slalom at almost constant speed and 

lateral accelerations of 1-2 m/s². Wheel speeds show a series of short spin-down 

events at both tyres. A mismatch between steering angle (driver input) and lateral 

acceleration (vehicle reaction) becomes obvious when total aquaplaning at both 

front tyres occurs at 23.2 s, 25.4 s and from 27.3 s to 27.7 s. 

Although changes of tie rod forces can give a good indication of aquaplaning at a 

tyre, their measurement requires additional sensors that are not common in 

production cars. An alternative is the utilization of an available total steering rack 

force, which can give limited information on a change in individual tie rod forces. 

In case of aquaplaning at both front wheels, the steering rack force does not change, 

but in case of one-sided aquaplaning, a clear difference to nominal values can be 

detected. Alternatively, in case of full aquaplaning at both wheels, steering angle, 

lateral acceleration and yaw rate in combination with the steering rack force may 

serve as a good indicator instead. 

 

Figure 16 

Tie rod force indicator of AWD vehicle D for a constant speed slalom manoeuvre; medium worn 

summer tyres; nominal inflation pressure; 7 mm water level height 

Conclusions 

Early warning, avoidance or reduction of risk of aquaplaning requires a reliable 

detection and interpretation of typical aquaplaning effects at the tyres. The aim of 

this paper is to show different manifestations of aquaplaning based on 

measurements with standard sensors. In particular, wheel spin-up and wheel spin-

down, change of rolling resistance, tyre slip slope, and tie rod force have been 
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considered manifestations of partial or total aquaplaning. Based on this, a 

mathematical evaluation of these effects and their combination could be realized 

and an aquaplaning detector/predictor developed. An example thereof has already 

been introduced in [26]. 

Although the addressed manifestations indicate aquaplaning conditions in a quite 

obvious manner, a lot of influences need to be accounted for a reliable detection 

method of partial aquaplaning and for separation from other low friction surfaces. 

Driveline configuration, type, wear and inflation pressure of the tyre(s), water level 

height next to chosen speed and performed manoeuvre significantly affect these 

manifestations. A selection of results is presented here, both to encourage the 

development of a possible detection method and to point out the difficulties 

involved. A focus has been set to road conditions with low water level heights 

between 0.6 and 2.0 mm that the driver may not identify as critical and therefore 

end up in more dangerous aquaplaning situations at higher velocities. While 

scientific literature on aquaplaning is most frequently related to tyre development, 

aquaplaning is addressed here from a vehicle dynamics application point of view. 

For the driver it was easier to detect (partial) aquaplaning with the FWD vehicle 

due to wheel spin-up events and increased rolling resistance at the front wheels, 

affecting acceleration and noise, the sensed changes in steering torque and lateral 

responsiveness of the vehicle. The characteristic spin-down effect at the front 

wheels is especially useful to be sensed and evaluated at RWD vehicles, as (partial) 

aquaplaning might be noticed only at higher speeds, as rear wheels run in the track 

of the front wheels and need to displace less water. The AWD vehicle showed 

characteristics of both FWD and RWD vehicles. Consequently, a detection method 

should include knowledge on the drive torque distribution control. 

As a good indicator of a critical water level height at a given speed is the increased 

rolling resistance. Another good indicator of partial aquaplaning is the drop of the 

measured slip slope due to the reduced contact length of the tyre. However, 

sufficient amount of longitudinal force/slip excitation is required and additional 

effects/sensors need to be evaluated to separate wet from other low friction road 

surfaces. As an example for an additional sensor, tie rod forces, or alternatively the 

steering rack force, give similar indication of possible aquaplaning that also the 

driver could feel next to degraded responsiveness of the vehicle. 

On-board information on tyre type, wear condition from mileage and average 

workload, and inflation pressure are essential for robust prediction of aquaplaning 

conditions. Further benefits are to be expected from other on-board sensors to map 

or estimate water level and/or vehicle states, next to sensor systems for automated 

driving that are able to sense road conditions ahead of the vehicle. 
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